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Abstract: New materials, structures and technologies used in civil engineer-
ing impeach traditional evaluations of the annual thermal consumption of
buildings, based on the quasi-stationary estimate of the thermal resistance
of the building envelope, or some operational parts of such building with the
guaranteed temperature. The complete proper physical analysis, applying the
principles of thermodynamics and appropriate constitutive relations for partic-
ular material layers and air in rooms, is not realistic because of the stochastic
character of physical processes, of the need of identification of a lot of ma-
terial characteristics, of the barely predictable behaviour of users, as well as
of the limited financial budgets of investors. From the soliciting compromise
solutions, this paper pays attention to the simplified formulation of dynamic
behaviour of a building as a nonlinear thermal system, referring to certain
analogy with the analysis of electrical circuits. Numerical solution applies the
finite element technique, the method of lines and the spectral analysis of dif-
ferential operators. The practical implementation is performed in MATLAB.

Keywords: building heat transfer, computational optimization, Fourier anal-
ysis
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1. Introduction

Application of advanced materials, structures and technologies in civil engineer-
ing forces new approaches to the physical, mathematical and computational analysis
of both new and reconstructed buildings. Moreover, a lot of European and national
directives and technical standards requires the evaluation of various thermal certifi-
cates, as the European directive [25], forcing the “passive house” properties, taken
from [9], for all building actions starting 2020 and later. Unfortunately, the complete
proper physical analysis of thermal behaviour of buildings, based on the application of
the principles of thermodynamics and appropriate constitutive relations for particu-
lar material layers and air in rooms, is not realistic because of the stochastic character
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of physical processes, of the need of identification of a lot of material characteristics,
of the barely predictable behaviour of users, as well as of the limited financial budgets
of investors. The periodically updated list www.buildingenergysoftwaretools.com
(formerly hosted by the US Department of Energy) contains about 500 relevant soft-
ware tools; however, a physically transparent, intuitive, simple, robust and reliable
numerical solver for the evaluation of energy consumption of a building, supporting
the optimization of its design, too, is still not available.

The progress in this research area in the last 2 decades can be documented
on [19], [15] and [22] and on numerous further references therein. Strong physical
and geometrical simplifications are often overcome using some elements of soft com-
puting by [17]: fuzzy sets, rough classifications, genetic algorithms, etc. However,
some their assumptions, connecting the thermal analysis with the simplified one-
dimensional study of electrical circuits, relying on the finite difference and lumped
mass approaches, can be removed or modified, following the weak formulation and
using the properties of the Fourier decomposition. In this paper we shall come
from the consideration of a building as a thermal system, suggested in [20]; for the
prediction and control of energy consumption for heating of rooms (including more
references) cf. [12].

2. A model problem

Let us consider an open set (e. g. a domain) Ω in the 3-dimensional Euclidean
space R3, supplied by the Cartesian coordinate system x = (x1, x2, x3), with its
boundary ∂Ω where the local vector of (formally outward) unit normal n(x) =
(n1(x), n2(x), n3(x)) can be introduced. The usual notation for the Hamilton op-
erator ∇ = (∂/∂x1, ∂/∂x2, ∂/∂x3) and for the Laplace one ∆ = ∇ · ∇, with the
central dot used for the scalar product in R3, will be used. Moreover, let us consider
a time interval I = [0, τ ] with some real positive τ ; the limit passage τ → ∞ is
not prohibited, the dot symbol is reserved for partial derivatives with respect to the
time t ∈ I, whereas the prime symbol will mean the derivative with respect to the
following variable everywhere. For the brevity of notation, in this short paper we
shall assume an (at least macroscopically) isotropic material (not homogeneous in
general) located in Ω; the straightforward generalization is left to the reader.

The conservation principle for a scalar quantity w(x, t) on Ω and its flux η(w(x, t)),
following [3], p. 5, and [10], p. 9, reads

ε̇(w) +∇ · η(w) = F(w) (1)

where ε(w(x, t)) evaluates the non-stationary redistribution of w(x, t) and F(w(x, t),
x, t) the sources occurring on Ω × I. Some constitutive relations for η and ε are
needed: here we shall introduce them in the (rather simple) forms

ε̇(w) = ε′(w)ẇ = κ(w)ẇ , (2)

η(w) = −∇β(w) = −β ′(w)∇w = −λ(w)∇w (3)
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where β are certain a priori known functions of w (for their relation to the so-called
enthalpy transform see [18], p. 252) and κ and λ are the material characteristics, in
general functions of w again (but not of x and t explicitly), used in most engineering
applications. We shall work with the unified boundary condition

∇η(w) · n = G(w) , (4)

on ∂Ω, containing the sources G(w(x, t), x, t); some special forms of both F and
G will be introduced later. Let us remark that such definitions of F and G are
open to handle relations between different quantities w, as temperature, velocity
components or density, considered as reference variables in conservation principles
for energy, momentum and mass.

Inserting only the 1st equation from (3) into (1), we obtain

ε̇(w)−∆β(w) = F(w) . (5)

Applying the Kirchhoff transform, ε(w) in (5) can be simplified to w, using certain
modified variable w; for more details see [23], with several important references
to [18]. In particular, for the constant values of κ and λ from (2) and (3) such
transform is very easy. Unfortunately, in most other cases this makes namely (4)
rather complicated and is not friendly to numerical approximations, thus we shall
work with the original forms of (1), (2), (3) and (4) here. To solve w from such
system of equation of evolution, the knowledge of initial values w0(x) of w(x, t) with
t = 0 for any x ∈ Ω is also needed, i.e.

w(., 0) = w0 . (6)

Using the Green -Ostrogradskǐı theorem formally, we are able to convert (at least
in the sense of distributions) (1), (2), (3) and (4) to

(v, κ(.)ẇ) + (∇v, λ(.)∇w) = (v,F(.)) + 〈v,G(.)〉 (7)

with any test function v(x) from an appropriate function space introduced on Ω,
scalar products (., .) on L2(Ω) and L2(Ω)3, or their generalizations in the sense of
dualities in non-unitary spaces, similarly 〈., .〉 on L2(∂Ω), etc. Then (7) can be
understood as a weak (but physically transparent) condition for the conservation of
a scalar quantity w.

A generalization of this approach to more complicated configurations, including
a finite number of open sets Ω and a set of their mutual boundary parts, is straight-
forward, although not quite easy. We shall discuss this approach for the special
case of the simplified evaluation of thermal transfer in buildings. In this case we
are allowed to formulate only one principle of conservation of (thermal) energy (or
enthalpy), with the (absolute) temperature w as the reference variable. A building is
considered as a thermal system where all particular elements and subsystems (repre-
sented by Ω here) are coupled using the interface thermal fluxes from all admissible
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adjacent elements and subsystems, as well as from the external environment. All
terms (.) here, for the simplicity, refer to the possible dependence of related quan-
tities on w; the significance of such dependence may be very different in practical
engineering applications. In such reasonable model, F and G, needed in (7), come:

i) F from the heat sources in rooms, controlled to satisfy requirements of technical
standards (which can be quantified as an optimization problem or using some
results from the control theory), together with certain well-being of inhabitants
(whose quantification relies to expert decisions, soft-computing or advanced
statistical approaches – cf. [14]) and ([7]),

ii) F from the obligatory air exchange in rooms, with similar limitations as i),

iii) G from the heat convection, driven by external temperature development in
day and year quasi-cycles, expressible as

G(w) = α(.)(w× − w) (8)

on ∂Ω where α (a function of w and w× in general) is the transfer factor and

× refers to the external environment, which can be repeated literally for the
transfer between rooms and separating structures, too,

iv) G from the heat radiation by the Stefan - Boltzmann law,

G(w) = σ(.)(w4
×
− w4) = σ(.)(w× − w)(w× + w)(w2

×
+ w2) (9)

on ∂Ω where σ replaces α from iii) (its value is related usually to the the-
oretical one, derived for the unshaded perfectly black surface, utilizing some
multiplicative correction factors),

v) G from the direct and diffusive solar heat radiation, due to the geographical
location, slope and orientation of building surfaces, their (natural or artificial)
shading, etc. – for more details see [12].

3. Fourier approximations

In general, using the Einstein convention for all sum indices i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
with n → ∞ theoretically, we can seek for the evolution of w, utilizing the multi-
plicative Fourier decompositions, by [1], p. 215, and [6], p. 346, in the form

w(x, t) = ϕi(x)ui(t) (10)

where ϕi form a sufficiently rich system of functions defined on Ω (or on a union
of a finite number of such open sets, as sketched above) approximating the needed
space of all ϕ (e. g. the Sobolev space W 1,2(Ω) or some weighted space derived from
it – see [18], p. 14) and ui represent some (a priori unknown) functions of time. The
choice of ϕi refers frequently to various finite element techniques – cf. [5], pp. 299, 323.
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Assuming that some system of (fundamental) solutions of (7), i. e. those inde-
pendent of (6)) Uik, is available, we can rewrite (10) as

w(x, t) = ϕi(x)Uik(t)ck (11)

with some unknown real constants ck, satisfying (6) (at least) in the least squares
(minimum variation) sense – cf. [4], p. 133. All test function in (7) can be then
selected as v = ϕj. Consequently we have a system of linear algebraic equations

[
(ϕj , κ(.)ϕi)U̇ik + (∇ϕj, λ(.)∇ϕi)Uik

]
ck = (ϕj,F(.)) + 〈ϕj,G(.)〉 . (12)

Let us notice that for practical computations the following heuristic linearization
is useful: all values referenced by (.) should be estimated from the preceding time,
as the initial choice for the algorithm of their successive improvement inside any
time step. The proper mathematical and numerical analysis of relevant algorithms
is needed; however, in this paper we shall sketch it only in one special case.

4. Thermal performance of buildings

For the computational analysis of thermal performance of buildings, applying
the system approach, as introduced above, taking (11) and (12) to account, we can
convert (7) to the matrix form

Mu̇+Ku = f + ġ (13)

where the real square matrices M and K come for two left-side additive term of (7),
together with all appropriate parts of (8) by iii) and (9) by iv), the vector f is
then generated by i), v) and the remaining terms from iii) and iv) and the vector g
by ii); another supplement to iii) is allowed to come for the properly controlled ar-
tificial heating, to save the temperature in rooms at the level required by technical
standards. Roughly speaking: M represents the thermal accumulation properties,
K the thermal insulation ones, whereas f(t) and g(t) (namely their additive compo-
nents) correspond to various types of time-variable heat sources. The best design of
a vector of unknowns u(t) seems to be that it refers to temperature values on a suf-
ficiently rich set of points characterizing the building (typically for the application
of Lagrange interpolation in the finite element method); its n components can be
obtained from (10) in the form

(ϕi, ϕk)ui(t) = (w(., t), ϕk) . (14)

Let us notice the close relation of (13) to the generalized eigenvalue problem

MV = V Λ (15)

where Λ is a diagonal matrix of all eigenvalues and V contain all eigenvectors in
its corresponding columns; both V and Λ can be positive and real, which depends
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on the suitable (classical Fourier, finite element, wavelet, etc.) choice of the basis
ϕi (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n}). Consequently the method of variation of constants, coming
from (15), in account with (6), gives the result

u(t) = V exp(−Λt)V TMu0 + V

∫ t

0

exp(Λ(τ − t))V T (f(τ) + ġ(τ)) dτ . (16)

In particular, for a finite positive time step h, to evaluate u1 ≈ u(h) from u0

derived from (14) and (6) (and similarly u2 ≈ u(2h) from u1, etc.), assuming that
f and g are (for simplicity) linear splines defined on the set {0, h, 2h . . .} with the
accurate values f s = f(sh) and gs = g(sh) for s ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, we come to the
result, useful for the design of practical algorithms,

u1 − V exp(−Λh)V TMu0 = V (I − exp(−Λh))· (17)

·

(
Λ−1V T g

1 − g0

h
− Λ−2V T f

1 − f 0

h

)
+ V Λ−1V Tf 1 − V Λ−1 exp(−Λh)V Tf 0 .

The Taylor expansion I − exp(−Λh) ≈ Λh, with the error O(h2), applied to (17),
leads to the Euler explicit scheme (unstable for real buildings and climatic records
frequently), whereas the implicit one can be forced by the backward integration with
the exchanged role of u0 and u1; for the comparison to the Crank -Nicholson, etc.
schemes and the detailed stability and accuracy analysis see [2], pp. 639, 646. Here we
intend to demonstrate namely the implementation of the influence of solar radiation
to the computational algorithm based on (17) and the possibility of optimal control
of artificial heating.

5. Solar radiation

Solar radiation can be handled using the surface thermal fluxes G, contributing
(in the relevant finite element or similar discretization – for more details see [23])
to f in (13), whose evaluation as the sum of beam (direct) and diffusive radiation
intensities qb and qd comes from the analysis of mutual Sun –Earth positions and from
the location and orientation of a building. The preliminaries for such calculations
are explained in [21], [16] and [11]; their assessment to a real building object (due to
its location, orientation, surface properties, etc.) relies on [15], the detailed analysis
of this type is contained in [13], p. 47.

Following [15], let us introduce the surface reflexivity ρ, together with certain
shading factors ρb and ρd. Let us also consider the geographical latitude φ, the
azimuth angle γ (depending on the building orientation, related to south), and
the angle β between the building surface and the horizontal plane. The evalua-
tion day and year cycles of Sun –Earth positions requires the knowledge of declina-
tion δ(N) = 0.13027̇π sin(2π(284 + N)/365) (presented here only for the standard
year length of 365 days for simplicity) and of the day time angle ω(ξ) = πξ for
ξ = (1 − (t − t×))/t∗; N ∈ {1, . . . , 365} refers to the day in the year, t× to the
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initial day time and t∗ (formally) to the standard day length. Further astronomical
corrections and generalizations of δ(N), ω(ξ), etc., are available, but not presented
and implemented here, because of i) the substantial extension of computational for-
mulae, ii) the lack of methods and input data for reasonable setting of corresponding
physical characteristics. Neglecting such corrections and generalizations, the zenith
angle ς comes from the relation

cos ς = sinφ sin δ(N) + cosφ cos δ(N) cosω(ξ) , (18)

whereas the real angle of incidence of sunrays ϑ needs to calculate

cosϑ = cos ς + sinφ(sin δ(N)(cos β − 1) + cos δ(N) sin β cos γ cosω(ξ))

+ cosφ(cos δ(N)(cos β − 1) cosω(ξ)− sin δ(N) sin β cos γ) (19)

+ cos δ(N) sin β sin γ sinω(ξ) .

Making use of (18) and (19), together with the measurement results for qb and qd,
we are finally able to evaluate

FLUG =ρbqb min(cosϑ, 0)/min(cos ς, 0.087) + ρdqd(1 + cos ϑ)/2 (20)

+ ρ(qb + qd)(1− cosϑ)/2 .

The above sketched model of solar radiation does not violate the formal linearity
of (13). Up to now, we have relied on the small changes of κ(.), λ(.), F(.) and G(.)
in (7), with the acceptable values taken from the previous time step in practical
calculations, following (13), with some potential improvements a posteriori. Never-
theless, the strongly nonlinear heat radiation by (9) should be discussed and handled

separately. In more details: f 0 and f 1 in (13) can be written as f̃ 0 + S(u0)4 and

f̃ 1 + S(u1)4 where (.)4 means the 4th power of all components of (.) (later also (.)3

the 3rd power), S is a sparse diagonal matrix and f̃ 0 and f̃ 1 are independent of u0

and u1. The principal difficulty is the poor knowledge of u1 a priori (unlike u0); only
some initial estimate u1

∗
is available, e. g. u1

∗
≈ u0. For the brevity of notation, let

ũ1 be the result (instead of u1) obtained from (13) with the correct f 0, but with f 1

replaced by f̃ 1. Consequently we have

u1 = ũ1 + PS(u1)4 . (21)

where P = V Λ−1V T − V (I − exp(−Λh))Λ−2V T/h.
The exact Newton method, as derived in [8], pp. 101, 144, applied to (21), gives

(I − 4PS(u1
∗
)3)(u1 − u1

∗
) = ũ1 − u1

∗
+ PS(u1

∗
)4 , (22)

which can be repeated (with u1
∗
replaced by u1) in the iteration procedure (if needed,

to reach the required accuracy). However, in most application cases the additional
term PSu1 is not dominating on the right side of (21), consequently the first esti-
mate u1

∗
on the left side of (22) can be taken as fixed, which slightly disturbs the

Newton iteration process, but improves the algorithmic efficiency.
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6. Heating control

Assuming (for simplicity) the constant temperature in rooms in each time, the
conservation of (at least) prescribed temperature level ūs (s ∈ {1, 2, . . .}), e. g. of
selected elements of u from (13) corresponding (using the transform (14)) just to
rooms with some heating equipments, is required. However, the heating power of
these equipments Qs, valid for (s − 1)h < t ≤ sh, is limited, i. e. 0 ≤ Qs ≤ Qmax

for some upper bounds Qmax for particular rooms (which is a vector of much lesser
length than n in practice). Such upper bounds are design parameters of a building,
due to the volume, location and assumed exploitation of rooms.

Consequently we have to distinguish between 4 following artificial heating regimes:
1) no heating during the summer season, 2) inactive heating for sufficient temper-
ature outside the summer season, i. e. us ≥ us, 3) normal heating: setting of Qs

is needed, 4) insufficient heating for Qs ≥ Qs max by 3) when the reduction of Qs

to Qmax is necessary. Clearly, our principal aim is to evaluate Qs for the regime 3);
the modifications for all other regimes are obvious.

Let us compose W from the lines of the matrix V (I − exp(−Λh))Λ−1V T corre-
sponding to the temperature in rooms with artificial heating, and take Q as certain
additional ġ from artificial heating in (13). Using the least squares technique, we are
able to evaluate Qs from the rather simple formula

W TWQs = W T (ûs − u) (23)

where ûs corresponds to the hypothetical regime 1), active for (s − 1)h < t ≤ sh
(thus ûs can be evaluated by (17) directly), and u is related (using (14 again) to some
prescribed temperature level w, time-independent here for simplicity (but allowed to
have different values in particular rooms, due to the “thermal stability” requirements
in modern technical standards, unlike the classical “passive house” evaluation by [9]).
We can see that the system of linear algebraic equations (23) is small, thus its solution
should be inexpensive; moreover no further inequalities occur in the computational
algorithm.

In general, the Newton iterations by (21), including its above discussed modifica-
tion, disturb the direct evaluation ofQ1,Q2, . . . from (23). Fortunately, no additional
iterative tricks are needed in most application cases; the corresponding modifications
of Q1,Q2, . . . due to u1, u2, . . . including the heat radiation can be incorporated into
the inexact Newton process, as sketched in the preceding section.

7. Illustrative example

Our illustrative example presents the thermal analysis of a simple model build-
ing, considered as one great room, supplied by building enclosure with particular
constructive and insulation layers, located near Brno (Czech Republic); the more
complex example of a real building structure will be referenced in Conclusion. All
calculations are based on the one-dimensional model simplification, coming from the
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Figure 1: Temperature in a room and structures in January of the 1st year.

linearized heat conduction (no air flow is allowed) and on the application of the fi-
nite element method with linear splines as basis functions, with the original software
implementation inside the MATLAB environment. Thus it is useful to compare our
model with the approach of [22], based on the analogy with the analysis of electrical
RC-circuits; a relevant model circuit is described in [15], p. 447, and [22], p. 156,
in all details. The “lumped masses” by [22] generate diagonal matrices M (in our
notation); here we come to (slightly more general) sparse matrices M , with technical
details explained in [13], p. 62.

The following meteorological data in the time steps h = 1 hour, averaged to
the periodical form of the so-called reference year, from the international airport
Brno -Tuřany are available: i) the environmental temperature, ii) the total solar
radiation intensity, iii) the diffusive component of ii). Such data are sufficient to
perform all above sketched evaluations, including the annual energy consumption,
crucial for the thermal design of a building. The heating is insufficient, with the aim
of proper testing of switching between regimes 1), 2), 3), 4). No summer shading (or
air conditioning) is installed, to force the unwanted summer increase of temperature
in rooms. Three figures document the above sketched direct calculation procedure,
starting from the hypothetical inside temperature u0 = 20 ◦C everywhere. The same
minimum temperature level is assumed to be satisfied during the whole year. Visible
assertion of the thermal radiation due to the Stefan - Boltzmann law is limited to the
slight temperature decrease in some nights.
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Figure 2: Temperature in a room and structures during the 3rd year.

Figure 1 shows the development of temperature in selected locations of construc-
tive and insulation layers of walls, floors and roof (here just in selected layer centers
and interfaces) in the first month (January) of the first calculation year. Namely the
lower oscillating curve represents the environmental temperature, the curve rather
close to the required u0 = 20 ◦C. The non-negligible decrease of indoor temperature,
under u0 = 20 ◦C corresponds to the strange design of a building for software testing
purposes, as introduced above.

The climatic input data are available just for one reference year in practice, thus
for simulations considering more years they have to be applied as periodic ones, with
the period of 1 year. Apart from the artificial initial condition, one can expect the
nearly periodic development of temperature after a small number of years. Figure 2
presents the same computational results as Figure 1, but for the (less synoptic)
development of temperature in the third year (the results for the fourth year are
nearly the same). The summer overheating of rooms, in some cases even over the
prescribed environmental temperature (the maximum inside temperature exceeding
38 ◦C occurs in August, which corresponds to the temperature on the outer building
surface, oscillating up to 1 ◦C) is caused by the effect of solar radiation, whereas
the same radiation in winter, in the direction close to the normal one to most walls
and windows, helps to reduce the effect of the insufficient heating. Such idea comes
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Figure 3: Total consumption of energy for artificial heating during the 3rd year.

even from the ancient literature (Aischylos, Socrates); however, the implementation
of some active cooling system (air-conditioning) or at least a passive one (shading)
should be expected in modern buildings. More extensive comparative calculations
with 34 relevant figures and with the proper discussion of above sketched physical
processes are presented in [13], p. 68, including certain identification and optimization
considerations.

Finally Figure 3 shows the total consumption of energy, corresponding to Fig-
ure 2. Its seemingly regularized increase, with nearly invisible day quasi-cycles,
reflects the accumulation ability of applied building materials and structures, as well
as the reasonable control of artificial heating. The similar figure corresponding to
Figure 1 degenerates just to a linearly increasing function (because of winter climatic
conditions together with the low heating power).

8. Conclusion

We have demonstrated how the Fourier analysis can contribute to the devel-
opment of computational algorithms of thermal transfer and related phenomena,
including the simplified system analysis of thermal performance of buildings, namely
the simulation of energy consumption of building structures, respecting the signif-
icant effect of solar radiation and the proper control of heating equipments. The
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corresponding software in MATLAB is still in development; some more references to
preliminary results can be found in [12]. The application of this software to various
classes of real buildings and the development of further optimization tools belong to
the research priorities for the near future.

The robust and inexpensive numerical solver in MATLAB, working with linear
algebra, vector operations and spectral decompositions, as sketched under (13), seems
to be promising solution for the support of optimization of buildings, both residential
and industrial ones, as for the cooling and freezing plants, for the advanced buildings
with green roofs and walls (for their practical realization in Vienna see [7]), etc.
For example, the evaluation of temperature development and the heating power
requirements for the low-energy house in Ostrov u Macochy (35 km northern from
Brno, some heuristic corrections of climatic data from Brno are needed), with 4 rooms
and 26 planar interfaces with the carefully described inner structure, shows the good
coincidence between the simulation results and the recorded energy consumption
(time series compound from 5 years); for much more details see [13], p. 94. The time
step can be still h = 1 hour, whereas the requirement of stability of the explicit Euler
method (in the linearized case) would force h < 161, 63 s.

The formal derivation of all convergence properties of implemented algorithms,
regardless from their validation from engineering practice, is not trivial, just in the
case of iterations caused by strong nonlinearities and optimization steps; the proper
analysis are assumed to be prepared for (at least one) another, more extensive paper.
The same is true for optimization problems, namely for the application of the Nelder -
Mead method, using selected functions of the optimization toolbox from MATLAB,
to the support of design of building objects by [13], p. 89, working with the above
mentioned reference object again.
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